PRODUCTS & SERVICES

High-strength tool steel for efficient press hardening
Tool Steel - Longer tool life

steel, Thermodur 2383 Superand reduced cycle times in
cool. This steel combines meproduction: Press hardeni[l.g
chanical properties and wear
has numerous advantages far
resistance with thermal conthe automotive industry, spe~.
ductivity.
cifically in body part manu-..
Press hardening, also refacturing. To benefit from the
ferred to as hot stamping, is a
advantages of press hardening
hot forming process for the
in the long term and to furt her
produ ction of high-strength
reduce its cycle times, the crubody parts. Thus, a preferable
cial part of the tool - the mould
ratio of strength to weight can
insert - must be made of a
be adjusted, which is equivahigh-strength tool steel that . lent to lightweight construcadditionally allows for an intion of car- bodies using steel
crease of quenching speed. It
instead of more expensive
is precisely for this application
light meta! alloys. The sheet
that Deutsche Edelstahlwerke
mefal part is hot-formed and
(DEW), a company of the
heat-treated in a single, comSchmolz+ Bickenbach Group,
bined process step. Steel
sheets are heated to austenideveloped the hot work tool
tising temperature and subsequently transferred into a
press tool featuring active
cooling. Thus, quenching and
forming are performed simultaneously. Compared to conventional hot-work steels
(1.2343, 1.2344, and 1.2367) in
quenched and tempered condition, the special steel solution, Thermodur 2383 Supercool (45 HRC), exhibits a significantly higher thermal
conductivity of 44 W/(mK) at
J
100 °C. A die insert made of
this special steel is thus able
to conduct heat from the heat"
ed
sheet in a controlled manPress hardening tool made of
ner within a very short time.
special steel, Thermodur 2383
Supercool.

dew-stahl.com

The new
DMC 1850V
vertical
machining
centre from
DMG Mori.

Thermally stable machining
centre for larg~r workpieces
Machining Centre - DMG
Mori's new DMC 1850 V vertical machining centre is particularly well suited for mouldmaking. In terms of capacity,
with 1,850 x 700 x 550 m m
axis travels ahd a maximum
table load of three tonnes, the
machine sits between the successful 1450 model and the
company's DMF range oftravelling column machines. A
one-piece cast iron bed, twin
ballscrews in all axes, comprehensive cooling measures and
linear scale positional feedback to the Siem ens 840D
Solution Line or Heidenhain
TNC 640 control with proprietary Celos interface combine
to deliver high stability and
accuracy, including circularity
of less than five microns.
According to the company,
there is a choice of spindle
with 15,000, 20,000 or 40,000

rpm maxim um speed or an
optional SK 50 / HSK-AlO0
spindle offering up to 288 Nm
of torque. Standard tool magazine capacity is 20 pockets,
which may be expanded to 120
if desired. Maximum tool
length is 400 mm. Short
non-cutting times result from
automatic tool change in under one second and acceleration in all axes at 5 m/s 2 to 42
m/min rapid traverse rate.
Ergonomie operation is another feature of the machine,
thanks to a door that opens to
nearly two metres and a distance from the front of the
machine to the centre of the
2,160 x 750 m m-table of just
677 mm. The bed inclines
steeply at 35 degrees, which
together with efficient flushing ensures that chips are removed efficiently.
dmgmori.com

Strong sprinter for lnox and steel materials
Drills -The high-performance

solid carbide Speed-Max drill
from the tool manufactur ~r
Inovatools is made for drillirig
at high feed rates in stainless ·
steel (Inox), tool steels an,d .
standard steel. With drilling ·
dimensions of 3xD, 5xD an'd
8xD, the tool specialists covEfr
a wide range of applications.
Inox and all other steel materials covered by this gerieial
term are being used more and
more frequently in industrial
component production thanks
to their special characteristics,
such as very good mechanical
and thermal capacity as well

as good corrosion and erosion
resistance. In order to machine
this popular material economically and with excellent surface qualities, however,
b.igh-performance precision
tools whose substrate, geometry and coating have been
optimally designed for high
edge zone hardness and material toughness are required.
. With the SpeedMax product
range (3xD, 5xD, 8xD; 0 3.00
mm to 20.0 mm in each case),
Inovatools provides inner-cooled SC drills that can
very easily master the challenges posed by the material.

The basis of the tool is
formed by selected carbide
that gives the tool a strong,
robust core. The special cutting
geometry ensures that high
feed rates are possible w ith
reduced cutting forces.
Thanks to the special lifting
frontal polished section and
the 6-surface tip, the SpeedMax is self-centring and generates the optimum chip
shape required fo r ambitious
cutting data. The coating is
temperature and oxidation-resistant and has a low tendency to stick to metals.
inovatools.eu

The special cutting geometry
ensures high feed rates with
reduced cutting forces.
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